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Basic Rules and Strategies of Godori

Three people usually play Godori.  Godori uses a deck of fifty cards.  Each card has

dimensions about 5cm by 3.5cm, and has drawings of landscape or plants on the front and

plain red color on the back.  The drawings on each set of every four cards illustrate unique

features of each month of a year.  Please look at the illustrations on the page three.  For

example, the cards representing January have pine sprouts because that is when pine trees

start showing its sprouts.  The last two cards act as “Sang-pi”, which will be discussed later.

In order to play, each player gets seven cards, and six cards get revealed on the table.

The rest of the deck stacks up on the center of the table with the drawings side down. Each

player takes turns and play. When a player gets his turn, he can match one of his cards on his

hand with the ones that are in the same month on the table, such as pine sprouts with pine

sprouts. Then, grab a card from the center deck and match another. If there are no matching

pairs, he can leave the card on the table, so the other players can have chances to match. Once

he matches the cards, he can bring them in front of him and arrange them according to their

categories, so he can calculate his score easily, and the others can make strategies out of his

collected cards and their hands.

A player can win by getting more points than the other players. In order to calculate

the points he earned, the player needs to know what different categories of cards there are.

Five “Guang(_)” cards have the Chinese character meaning “light”. If a player collects all

five, he gets fifteen points. With four guangs with bi-guang (bi means rain, and the card has

raining scenery) he gets four points. Three guangs without bi-guang are worth three points,

and three with bi-guang are two points.

The next group of cards is “Ti”, which means a banner in Korean. Ten ti’s are

available in a deck. Hongdan(__), which has three red ti’s with Korean characters,



Chongdan(__) , which has three blue ti’s with Korean characters, and Chodan, which has

three red ti’s with no Korean characters on it, are worth three points each. If a player got five

ti’s with none of those combinations, he would add one point to his current score, and each

additional ti would add a point to it. If he had five ti’s with the combination above, the points

he gets would be three points from combination plus one from five ti’s. Six ti’s with one of

the combinations are worth five points and so on.

Yul is a group of cards with animals and some unique objects.  Three cards that have

total of five birds on them are called “Godori”, which is worth five points.  The other rules are

the same as ti’s.  Five cards are worth one point and each additional card is a point.

Pi’s are all the other cards that are left.  Ten of them make a point and each additional

card adds one point.  “Sang-pi” cards are counted as two or three cards of pi, which

November and December card sets have one each, and two extra cards in a deck are Sang-

pi’s. Usually in the beginning of the game the players set a card for the three pi, and the

remaining three are considered two pi’s.

Once a player gets his turn and has three or more points, he can claim “go” or “stop”.

If he chooses “go”, he can add one point to his total score at the end of the game. If nobody

earns points till his next turn, and he gets more points in his next turn, he can claim “go”

again. From his second “go” on, his total score at the end of the game plus the one point from

earlier “go” gets doubled.  If he claims stop, the game is over, and each player pays to the

winner the base payment multiplied by the winners’ score, such as ten cents by 15 points is

$1.50. If somebody gets three or more points before the person, who claimed “go” previously,

the former wins automatically, and the person, who claimed “go”, has to pay for the amount

that all the losers owe to the winner. Thus, it is important to think about some possibilities

that the other players can get when a player claims “go” or he will lose his money plus the

amount that another loser has to pay.

 [[Godori Cards]]



1 Pine

2 Plum

3 Cherry

4 Wisteria or
Black Beans

5 Iris

6 Peony or
Rose

7 Bush Clover

8 Pampas

9 Chrysanthe
mum

10 Maple

11 Paulownia

12 Willow or
Rain

: Guang cards

: Ti cards

: Yul cards

: Pi cards

: Sang-pi

%% Part of this table is referred to “GoStop” under Yahoo! Games


